iQ WORKS2
The Integrated Industrial Software Solution

• Seamless engineering environment
• Design, program and maintain all Mitsubishi
automation solutions
• Significantly reduce engineering time and costs

iQ Works2

SOFTWARE DESIGNED TO
MAKE ENGINEERING EASIER
MELSOFT iQ Works2 is an engineering management software solution that integrates the various programming, design and
maintenance software applications for Mitsubishi Electric’s automation platform. The result is one seamless engineering
environment.

iQ WORKS SOFTWARE
SUPPORTS:

SOFTWARE RANGE

MT WORKS2

iQ WORKS2
Is the integrated engineering software
suite which includes Navigator2, GX
Works3, GX Works2, MT Works2, GT
Works3 and RT Tool Box2 Sim.

MT Works2 is a comprehensive motion
CPU maintenance and program design
tool. It has many useful functions,
such as intuitive settings, graphical
programming, digital oscilloscope,
simulator and assistance help.

Motion Controllers

MELSOFT NAVIGATOR2

GT WORKS3

MELFA Robots

The Navigator is the heart of iQ Works2.
It enables the effortless design of entire
upper-level systems and seamlessly
integrates the other MELSOFT programs
included with iQ Works.

GOT HMI series
MELSEC Compact PLC Series
MELSEC Modular PLC Series

MELSERVO Servo Amplifier
FREQROL Inverter Drives

GX WORKS3
GX Works3 is the latest generation
of programming and maintenance
software offered by Mitsubishi Electric
specifically designed for the MELSEC
iQ-R and iQ-F Series control systems.
It includes many new features such as
graphic-based system configuration,
integrated motion control setup, multiple
language support, providing an intuitive
engineering environment solution.

This is a complete HMI programming,
screen creation and maintenance
program for GOTs. The software’s
functionality has been built around the
concepts of ease of use, simplification,
elegance in design and screen graphics.

RT TOOLBOX2
RT Toolbox2 is the programming
environment for all Mitsubishi MELFA
robots. It enables you to create
programs in minutes using the MELFA
BASIC V robot language. After testing
and optimisation it then just takes a
couple of mouse clicks to transfer the
programs to the robot.

The right solution for your application
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